• DO YOU REMEMBER THE INTRODUCTION OF

Suzuki’s PE250 in 1977? Did you look at
that bike, or maybe ride one, and say
that’s nice, but I’ll wait for the big-bore
PE? Have the years slipped by while you
watched Kawasaki introduce the KDX,
Yamaha boost the IT’s displacement,
Honda develop the XR, Can-Am extract
more and more power from the Qualifier?
Did you sigh when Suzuki introduced the
PE 175 and wonder why they developed
the little bike before the open-classer?
For those of you who waited faithfully,
the big Suzuki is here at last. And guess
what: It’s worth the wait. The 400 is more
competitive in its class than the 250 and
175 were against their rivals during their
first years of production. It’s logical.
Suzuki has developed all three PEs from
the RMs, so the newly designed 400 ben
efits from extra years of knowledge
gained on the motocross circuit.
But more than that lies behind the
400’s success. Team Suzuki has become
one of The Powers That Be on the Na
tional Enduro circuit and at the ISDT, and

they are an integral part of Suzuki’s R&D
effort. They contributed to the 400’s pro
duction in many ways. John Morgan,
Manager of Team Suzuki, called for the
simultaneous development of a 175 and
a 400 in 1977, shortly after Suzuki intro
duced the 250. For sales considerations
Suzuki produced the 175 first, and it was
not until April of 1979 that Morgan and
company began to work on a 400. They
gave a set of recommendations to Suzuki
in Japan, listing the features they be
lieved a National-level enduro bike
should incorporate. Suzuki assembled a
prototype in Japan and gave it to Mor
gan. His riders trounced it through the
woods, and then suggested refinements.
In the relatively short span of one year,
the testers completed their job and the
factory rolled production units off the as
sembly line—bikes which benefited from
Suzuki’s motocross and enduro riders’
knowledge and experience.
As with any successful effort to pro
duce a state-of-the-art race bike, some
happy coincidences occurred, the re

sults of which favored the designers. For
instance, Morgan adamantly requested
that the PE400 have primary kick-start
ing. Considering that request to be a
high-priority item, Suzuki more or less
had no choice but to develop the PE400
engine from the RM250; the RM400 en
gine does not have primary kick-starting,
and extensive changes are required to
convert it, which made it technically and
financially impractical to modify the
417cc motocross powerplant.
A more feasible course of action was
to punch out the RM250 engine. Enlarg
ing its bore to 85mm (from 67mm) and
keeping the same stroke (70mm) yielded
a displacement of 397cc and required
only minor changes. Suzuki modified the
250 by installing larger main bearings,
and a heavier connecting rod and rod pin
to handle the 400’s extra power, and
then installed larger crank flywheels to
provide the PE with more flywheel inertia.
The 400 uses the new T-model six-trans
fer-port cylinder and an RM250 reedvalve assembly, and it was a snap for
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Suzuki to build a suitable pipe for the
hybrid engine.
Though it was relatively easy, tech
nologically speaking, to convert the 250
to a 400, a big-bore, short-stroke engine
has apparently been an anathema to
Suzuki’s two-stroke designers. Suzuki
transformed the RM250 to a long-stroke
configuration (67 x 70mm bore and
stroke) in the B-model year, and it’s re
mained such ever since; the PE250 has
used those dimensions since its introduc
tion. The open-class RM had a 77 x
80mm bore and stroke as a 370 (1976—
77), square 80 x 80mm dimensions as a
400 (1978) and an 80 x 83mm bore and
stroke as a 417 (1979-80).
Team Suzuki’s request for primary kick
starting forced the factory to leave their
standard design by the wayside. And

who could have foreseen the end result?
Who would have guessed that Suzuki—
when obliged to build a big-bore powerplant—would produce an engine supe
rior to the long-stroker with which they
have so much experience? The RM
doesn’t pull a full load on the dyno
cleanly below 3000 rpm, but the PE
does, producing 4.43 and 8.30 horse
power at 2000 and 2500 rpm. From 3000
to 4500 rpm the two bikes develop about
the same power. For a narrow part of the
mid-range (4500 to 5000 rpm) the RM
produces about 1.5 horsepower more
than the enduro bike. From there to each
bike’s peak the PE runs away from the
RM, pumping out 1.6 horsepower more
at 5500 rpm up to 3.59 more at each
bike’s 7000 rpm peak.
Though the PE’s maximum output is
impressive, its power spread makes it a
standout. The RM drops off after 7000

rpm—to 31 horsepower at 7500, 29 at
8000 and 24 at 8500. The PE hangs in
there, producing 36, 37 and 32 horse
power at those rpm levels, which means
the enduro bike generates well over 30
horsepower from 5500 to 8500 rpm.
That makes the PE exceptionally easy to
ride. Just twist the throttle and upshift a
few times. The 400 rewards aggressive
ness (it simply flies when you’re in the
heart of the powerband) but it doesn’t
penalize errors (shift early or late, or
drop off the peak, and you’re still flying).
In comparison to its class competition
the PE fares just as well. It, the Kawasaki
KDX400 and the Yamaha IT425G have
nearly identical power outputs from 2000
to 6000 rpm, and none of them is a
slouch. The Can-Am has significantly
more mid-range poke than the PE (pro
ducing about three horsepower more be
tween 4000 and 6000), but that’s mainly

Suzuki broke tradition with this big-bore, shortstroke engine. But the important thing is—it works.

With this tool you can change a plug, adjust the
chain or bar, remove either wheel, the seat or tank.
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because the Can-Am develops its best
output at 6000 while the PE is still climb
ing toward its peak at that point. Indeed,
the PE edges the Can-Am slightly in max
imum output—37.69 to 37.33.
Again, though, it is the PE’s broad
power range and not its output at any one
rpm level that makes it exceptional on
paper and absolutely a ball on the trail.
You can chug up to the bottom of a steep
switch-back trail and slowly pick your
path up it, or wind through first-gear for
ested trails without worrying about the
engine faltering; the 400 pulls un
hesitatingly from the bottom in either
case. Along faster, two-track lanes, the
400 explodes from corner to corner.
Anyone who loves wheelies will adore
the 400’s burst of upper-mid-range
punch. On fast fireroads you can loft the
front wheel in third or fourth gear and
hold it up purely by virtue of power for
hundreds of yards. Undoubtedly, the only
people who will make purposeful use of
the PE’s top-end power are Two Day
riders, and then only in Special Tests. For
everyone else the 400 provides carnivalride thrills, which are an equally valid jus
tification for its existence.
To take advantage of the 400’s powerband, Suzuki chose wide and tall gearing
for the PE. Though the enduro bike uses

the RM’s cases and general transmission
design, it has its own primary, main-tolayshaft, and final-drive gear ratios. The
primary and final-drive ratios are very
high and more than offset the fairly low
ratios in the five-speed gearbox. The
PE’s overall ratios produce a very wide
speed spread in each gear and allow 90mile-per-hour runs in fifth. You’ll es
pecially appreciate the power/gearing
combination on tight trails which have
only short straights connecting the cor
ners. You can choose one of the middle
gears, accelerate hard and gain 20 miles
per hour, brake for the turn and do the
same again, never bothering to shift.
While good fortune may have played a
part in Suzuki designing an excellent en
gine, the enduro team’s trail-savvy alone
contributed to their success with the
chassis. On the basis of their experience
with the PE250 (which closely resembles
the 400), Team Suzuki offered the factory
suggestions about frame geometry, sus
pension requirements and several highly
functional detail items. In making their
recommendations, the R&D-racers were
in an enviable position: they could pick
and choose from the latest technology
developed by the factory for the RM motocrossers and utilize the latest refine
ments they had originated for the PE 175
and 250.
Having modified PE250s for competi

tion for several years, the Suzuki riders
knew which combinations of .steering
rake and wheelbase provided a good
balance between high-speed stability
and steering precision. It wasn’t entirely
by coincidence that the RM250/400
frame produced just the dimensions that
the enduro team recommended; after all,
the R&D people responsible for the RMs
look for the same balance in handling.
Suzuki updated the RM frame substan
tially in the N-model year (1979) by re
ducing the rake to 29 degrees and by
relocating the shock mounts. The PE
uses that modified chrome-moly frame
and a needle-bearing-mounted aluminum
box-section swing arm, which produce a
57.5-inch wheelbase.
On tight trails you can steer the 400
precisely, using either a light touch on the
handlebar or a little body English. In ei
ther case, the PE responds quickly but
predictably, thanks to its fairly steep rake
and neutral steering characteristics. On
fast trails the chassis’ stability and the
engine’s glut of power allow slides
worthy of a half-miler. You can control
your slide with the throttle while the rear
end stays kicked out in perfect control.
Enduro riders do not need quite as
much suspension travel as motocrossers
do and they need lower seat heights, so
Suzuki logically used PE250 suspension
components rather than RM units for the
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400. The PE fork has 36mm tubes in
place of the RM’s 38mm legs, and it pro
duces about two inches less wheel
travel, but like the RM it’s air-assisted.
Charged with 13 psi air and with 10weight oil filled to 170mm below the top
of the fork tubes, the front suspension
provides a fairly comfortable low-speed
ride and rarely bottoms at high speed. It
does not function quite as fluidly as a
Husqvarna or Can-Am fork at low speed
(you definitely feel the small bumps
through the bar), but that hardly affects
your ability to maintain a 24 mph average.
The 400 uses shocks very similar to
the PE250’s. While the 250 has dual-rate
straight-wound springs, the 400 uses a
straight-wound primary spring and a pro
gressively wound secondary spring. You
don’t benefit much from the secondary
spring, though, because it’s only 2.9
inches long and it compresses about
halfway just when you sit on the bike.
When you’re motoring along over fairly
smooth trails, the rear suspension pro
duces a ride of mediocre comfort—not
nearly as smooth as a good system with
progressive springing throughout the
shocks’ travel.
Though the springing is too stiff for
truly comfortable low-speed work, it’s
just barely stiff enough overall to keep a
160-pound rider out of trouble when
riding cross-country. Over high-speed
whoops the rear suspension frequently
but lightly bottoms; that indicates you’re
taking full advantage of the available
wheel travel.
When the shocks are cold their damp
ing complements the springing. As soon
as they heat up, the damping—es
pecially on the rebound—suffers. Over a
lengthy set of whoops the shocks fade
and the rear end feels spongy.
Thankfully, the PE’s inherent chassis sta
bility saves it from any high-speed gyra
tions, even when the shocks are mis
behaving. When the rear suspension
bottoms, the PE continues on a straight
path; similarly, even after the shocks
have faded, the 400 refuses to side-hop.
The PE’s stability is particularly note
worthy in light of its heavy weight-268
pounds. Heavy machines typically tend
to bounce around a lot at high speed,
particularly if their suspension isn’t the
best. The PE weighs very nearly the
same as the Kawasaki and has compara
ble suspension, but it’s more stable than
the KDX over rough ground. Indeed, it’s
as rock-steady as the Yamaha IT (also
268 pounds) and the 255-pound CanAm, which weighs a little less but which
has much better suspension.
Suzuki naturally took advantage of
some clever design touches developed
by Team Suzuki in competition. The PE
features the new quick-change rear
wheel, which the 175 and 250 also use.
Competition riders value the speed with
which they can change a rea'r tire, and
sport riders benefit from the convenience
SEPTEMBER 1980

Cylinder/head are standard except for a tiny four-mm port above the exhaust port which eases kick-starting.
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of the setup. To remove the rear wheel
you pull the cotter pin, then unscrew the
rear axle and slide it out; one one-piece
spacer drops from between the wheel
and the swing arm; you then pull the
wheel off the sprocket side of the hub
and you’re ready to change the tire. The
chain, the sprocket and the chain ten
sioners stay in place. It takes longer to
write about the procedure than to ac
complish it. On our third try—with the
bike laid on its side and with the cotter pin
in place—we could remove and re-install
the wheel in 57 seconds. Two Day riders
who discard the cotter pin (we recom
mend against that) and who have centerstands on their bikes tell us they’ve
trimmed the ritual to 30 seconds. Add to

either time whatever it takes you person
ally to change a tire, and you have the
time needed to fix a flat. The Suzuki’s
setup is the best quick-change design
we’ve seen.
Several other more subtle details de
serve note. The circle-pull throttle is stan
dard, and there’s little chance of snag
ging it on branches. There’s a small rockguard welded to the frame to protect the
right footpeg plate—a little thing, but one
which makes sense to anyone who’s had
a rock ruffle his footpeg. Suzuki has up
dated their combination tool, which at
taches to the top of the right fork tube.
It’s a two-piece tool now, incorporating a
plug wrench, a 12mm open-end, and 17
and 32mm box wrenches.
The PE is a fine entry in a class filled
with excellent bikes. It offers razor-sharp

Make and model .........................................Suzuki PE400T
Price, suggested retail (as of 7/7/80)..................... $1899
ENGINE
Type....... Two-stroke, case-reed-inducted single cylinder
Bore and stroke............... 85.0 x 70.0mm (3.34 x 2.75 in.)
Piston displacement ........................... 397cc (24.2 cu. in.)
Compression ratio ......................................7.3:1 (trapped)
Carburetion...............................................(1) 36mm Mikuni
Exhaust system..................... Upswept, through-the-frame
expansion chamber with silencer
and USFS-approved spark arrestor
Ignition....... Capacitor-discharge; external-rotor magneto
Air filtration......................................Oiled, washable foam
Oil capacity ................................................ 900cc (0.9 qt.)
Bhp @ rpm..................................................37.69 @ 7000
Torque @ rpm............... ............................... 29.47 (9) 6000
TRANSMISSION
Type.................................... Five-speed; multi-plate clutch
Primary drive................ Straight-cut gear; 57/25, 2.280:1
Final drive .... DID #520 chain; 46/15 sprockets; 3.066:1
Gearratios (attransmission) ............... (1)29/11, 2.636:1
(2)26/13, 2.000:1 (3)25/16, 1.562:1
(4)22/18, 1.222:1 (5)20/20, 1.000:1

Fuel capacity....................................... 10.6 liters (2.8 gal.)
Curb weight, full tank .............................. 122 kg (268 lbs.)
Test weight ...............................................194 kg (428 lbs.)
CUSTOMER SERVICE CONTACT
U.S. Suzuki Motor Corp.
13767 Freeway Drive
Santa Fe Springs, Calif. 90670
(213) 921-4461
Attn: Customer Relations

Engine
Speed
2000...
'2500...
3000...
3500...
4000...
4500...
5000...
5500...
6000...
6500...
7000...
7500...
8000...
8500...
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CHASSIS
Type............... Single-downtube, full-cradle, chrome-moly
frame; aluminum box-section swing arm
Suspension, front ....... Air-assisted, coil-steel spring fork;
36mm tubes, 250mm travel
rear......... KYB nitrogen-charged shocks with
adjustable pre-load producing 246mm of
rear-wheel travel
Wheelbase............................................ 1461mm
(57.5in.)
Rake/trail ..........................................29°/125mm
(4.92in.)
Brake, front ....... Drum; 150 x 25mm (5.9 x 1.0 in.) shoes
rear............... Drum; cable-activated; 150 x 25mm
(5.9 x 1.0 in.) shoes
Wheel, front.......... Takasago 1.60 x 21 rim; full-width hub
rear............Takasago 2.15 x 18 rim; full-width hub
Tire, front........................... Dunlop Sports K290 3.00 x 21
rear.............................Dunlop Sports K290 5.10 x 18
Seat height................................................946mm
(37.2in.)
Ground clearance..................................... 305mm
(12.0in.)
Footpeg ground clearance.......................378mm (14.9 in.)
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handling in comparison with the truckish
Kawasaki KDX. It lacks the excellent sus
pension of the Yamaha IT or—es
pecially—the Can-Am Qualifier, but it
does have the Can-Am’s stability and it
steers quicker, which makes it more suit
able for very tight woods riding. It has a
wider, more useful powerband than any
bike in its class. If you’re willing to spring
for a good pair of shocks (make a trip to
a National Enduro and you’ll see Ohlins
mounted on many A and AA riders’ bikes)
and if you spend some time fine-tuning
the fork, you’ll have possession of a truly
top-notch piece of machinery. The
Suzuki is at once blindingly fast and
good-natured enough for quarter-milelong wheelies. You may have waited this
long for an open-class enduro bike, but
there’s no reason to wait any longer.
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